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Confidential Information Disclaimer
Neither Micro Focus, nor its affiliates and agents, make any representations or
warranties with respect to the contents of this document. We disclaim any express or
implied warranties, including those of merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose. Product roadmaps indicate directional intention in an evolving environment
and are subject to change without notice. They are not a commitment to develop,
modify, enhance, market, or deliver a product, service or functionality, or to meet any
specific timetable
This document contains confidential information of Micro Focus and/or its affiliates.
You may not disclose information in this document to others or use it other than for
your evaluation of a business relationship with Micro Focus. Micro Focus, its affiliates,
and any participating company make no representations or warranties with respect to
the contents of this document, and disclaim any express or implied warranties,
including those of merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose.
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Product position and purpose

Micro Focus Unified Endpoint Management and Protection Portfolio
ZENworks

Desktop Containers Application Streaming

Robust web-based reporting across the
endpoint management capabilities

ZENworks Reporting

Stream desktop containers to any Android, iOS, Windows, Mac device or any browser with HTML5 support to
enable your users to truly work from anywhere

Desktop Containers

Endpoint Backup

Docker-like containerization for Windows desktop applications and
web-based deployment of the same

Continuous data protection
for your endpoint devices

Service Desk

Full Disk Encryption

Patch Management
3rd

ZENworks integrated ITSM
and Enterprise Store

Policy driven OS and
application patching

Asset Management

Endpoint Security Management

Software license management,
usage tracking, contract mgmt

party

Encrypts the disk drive(s) in
your Windows devices

Protects your Windows devices with malware detection and
remediation, storage device control, firewall, app control and more

Configuration Management
The core of our Unified Endpoint Management capabilities, provides holistic lifecycle management for traditional PC
devices and mobile devices including OS deployment, application distribution and management, inventory and more

Identity-based across all endpoint devices
Analyze

Manage

Secure

Protect

Malware attacks on the rise
Emergence of Ransomware as a Service (RaaS)

Double Extortion
Ransomware remains a highpriority threat, continuing in much
the same way that 2020 left off.
However, the stakes are even
higher in 2021.

Just a few of the more notable attacks

We've recently observed threat
actors adopting a "double
extortion" model in which they
encrypt the target's data and not
only demand a ransom for its
return but also leverage additional
payment incentives to add
pressure on the victim to pay the
ransom. Some threat actors will
even use a more targeted approach
and threaten to publicly release
and/or auction the data unless the
victim pays up.
Ransomware: Double The Trouble In 2021,
Forbes, Michael Sentonas,
Chief Technology Officer at CrowdStrike

Software security vulnerabilities increasing each year
Number of security vulnerabilities (CVEs) per year

Software as an
Attack Vector
The most common tactics hackers
use to carry out ransomware
attacks are email phishing
campaigns, RDP vulnerabilities, and
software vulnerabilities.

(Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security
Agency, 2021)

Chart from NIST NVD website (nvd.nist.gov)

Endpoint security requires multiple layers of protection
Software Patching
Antimalware/Antivirus
Personal Firewall
Wi-Fi and VPN Software
Application Control
Mailbox Protection

Data Encryption
Data Backup
User Education

ZENworks Patch Management
Features and Demo

What top security experts say about software patching
Priority
“Maintaining patch currency…is
arguably THE most important security
practice an organization should
perform. What else can layer one in
your multi-layered approach be but to
identify and mitigate vulnerabilities in
your OS and application set?”
DAVE PISCITELLO, Vice President
Security and ICT Coordination @ ICANN

Frequency
“Patch frequently. Patch everything.”
MATTHEW PASCUCCI, Cyber Security Specialist
& Privacy Advocate at Front Line Sentinel

“Install security updates as early and as
often as possible, and try to avoid using
any software that is no longer
supported and no longer receives
security updates.”
BRIAN DONOHUE, Technology Journalist
Covering Network Security @ Cyber4Sight

Strategy
“I have to emphasize automation as a
key aspect. Less time spent on software
patching means that IT administrators
can dedicate their energy and resources
to fighting advanced cyber criminal
tactics (which we all know are not
scarce).”
Morten Kjaersgaard
CEO @ Heimdal Security

“…a schedule for regular patching plus
a process for quickly applying critical
patches should be a core part of your
cyber security strategy.
Patrick Nuttall
Head of the London Digital Security Center

Quotes from “15+ Experts Explain Why Software Patching is Key for Your Online Security”
Andra Zaharia, Security Evangelist, Heimdal Security
https://heimdalsecurity.com/blog/expert-roundup-software-patching/

Bob, the Patch Manager, knows
from experience that the experts
are right.
To protect his organization he
needs to:
Patch a wide array of devices and
applications on a variety of
Windows and macOS versions
Ensure that all critical OS patches
are automatically deployed within
10 days of being released
In the event of a zero-day exploit,
identify impacted devices and
immediately remediate the devices
Monitor the compliance status of
his organization and provide a
regular report to his management

The Need

The Solution

Patch a wide array of
devices and applications on
a variety of Windows and
macOS versions

Multiple platform and operating
system version support

ZENworks Patch
Management

Why is this important to Bob?

What can Bob (and you) do?

▪ He has diverse platforms and

▪ Patch laptops,

multiple operating systems to
protect
▪ His organization is continually

changing, which means he
needs to be able to adapt
quickly to those changes
▪ He doesn’t have the people,

time, or money to manage a
different patch solution for
each platform

desktops, and servers
▪ Patch physical and

virtual machines
▪ Support current

Windows operating
systems
▪ Windows Server 2012 | 2016 | 2019

| 2022
▪ Windows 8 | 10 | 11

▪ Support current SUSE

and Red Hat
operating systems
▪ SUSE Linux Enterprise 12 | 15
▪ Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 | 7 | 8

▪ Support current

Macintosh operating
systems
▪ macOS 10 | 11 |12

The Need

The Solution

Patch a wide array of
devices and applications on
a variety of Windows and
macOS versions

Broad application support
ZENworks Patch
Management

Why is this important to Bob?

What can Bob (and you) do?

▪ He knows that over 80% of

▪ Patch applications from

all vulnerabilities come from
non-Microsoft applications
▪ The native automatic

updaters for applications are
limited and many are
dependent on his users
running them

more than 80 vendors
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Adobe
Apple
Cisco
Citrix
Google
Macromedia
McAfee
Microsoft

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Mozilla
Oracle
RealNetworks
Sophos
Symantec
Trend Micro
Vmware
and more

▪ Patch different types of

applications
▪
▪
▪
▪

Browsers
Productivity
Multimedia
Graphics

▪ Communication
▪ Plug-Ins
▪ PDF Readers

▪ Patch multiple languages
▪ Chinese
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

(Hong Kong)
Chinese
(Simplified)
Chinese
(Traditional)
Czech
Danish
Dutch
English
Finnish
French
German

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Hungarian
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Norwegian
Polish
Portuguese
(Brazil)
Portuguese
(Portugal)
Russian
Spanish
Swedish

The Need

The Solution

Ensure that all critical OS
patches are automatically
deployed within 10 days of
being released

Automation of essential processes
ZENworks Patch
Management

Why is this important to Bob?

What can Bob (and you) do?

▪ He’s seen the number of

▪ Automatically receive

patches released each month
overwhelm his IT department
▪ He doesn’t have time to invest

in the constant monitoring of
standard patch releases, even
the critical security releases
▪ He needs to ensure that his

patch rollout is staged to
ensure proper testing of the
patches before full production
deployment

new patches daily
▪ Implement rules-based

policies to dynamically
include patches based
on criteria you establish
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Vendor
Patch Name
Age
Impact
Architecture
Architecture
CVE Identifier
Release Date

▪ Set up automated testing

of patches that requires
successful installation on
targeted test devices
before deployment to
production devices

The Need

The Solution

Ensure that all critical OS
patches are automatically
deployed within 10 days of
being released

Scheduled patch distribution and deployment
ZENworks Patch
Management

Why is this important to Bob?

What can Bob (and you) do?

▪ He has organizational policies

▪ Schedule when devices are

that require critical patches to
be installed within a specific
time window
▪ He needs to reduce his time-

to-patch in order to minimize
his organization’s vulnerability
window
▪ He needs to ensure that

patches are deployed at times
during the 10 day window that
are non-disruptive to users

scanned for vulnerabilities
▪ Schedule when patches are

distributed to devices
▪ Schedule when patches are

installed on devices

The Need

The Solution

In the event of a zero-day
exploit, quickly identify and
patch vulnerable devices

Track vulnerabilities by CVE ID and apply CVE
patches to all (or targeted) vulnerable devices

ZENworks Patch
Management

Why is this important to Bob?

What can Bob (and you) do?

▪ Bob knows that most exploits

▪ Easily see the number and

are mitigated by regular,
scheduled patching
▪ He also knows that zero-day

exploits--and other emerging
critical threats such as
WannaCry and REvil--occur
and that he’ll need to deploy
patches on demand to
remediate devices

severity of vulnerabilities
(CVEs) that impact devices
in his organization
▪ See which devices are

impacted by specific
vulnerabilities
▪ See which vulnerabilities

will be remediated on a
device through scheduled
maintenance patching

▪ Immediately apply patches

for vulnerabilities that are
too critical to wait for
scheduled maintenance
patching

The Need

The Solution

Monitor the compliance
status of his organization and
provide a regular report to his
management team

Compliance monitoring and reporting
ZENworks Patch
Management

Why is this important to Bob?

What can Bob (and you) do?

▪ He needs to see the

▪ Establish overall patch

compliance status of devices
to maintain security across the
entire organization
▪ He can respond to and resolve

issues before they become a
problem
▪ He needs to document

compliance status and provide
reports to key management
personnel

compliance criteria for
devices
▪ Include Critical and/or

Recommended patches in
compliance criteria
▪ Set different minimum
compliance percentages for
Critical and Recommended
patches

▪ For each device, view its

compliance state and
perform remediation
actions if necessary

▪ For each patch, view the

applicable devices and
whether they are
patched or not patched
▪ Generate over a dozen

reports using ZENworks
Reporting

ZENworks Patch Management
Demo

The Key Takeaways
Patching software is one of the most important base security practices an
organization should perform. Patching should be done frequently with a
schedule for regular patching plus a process for quickly applying critical
patches. Process automation should be a key aspect.

ZENworks Patch
Management

The ZENworks Patch Management Way
Coverage of Windows, Linux, and Macintosh
operating system versions
Coverage of broad range of popular applications
Coverage of multiple languages
Automated daily download of new patches

Automated, staged rollout of patches from
test devices to production devices

Scheduled patch distribution and installation
Rules-based patching policies to ensure automated,
timely deployment of regularly released patches
Identify, track, and remediate zero-day exploits
and security vulnerabilities (CVEs)
Dashboard monitoring of device patch compliance

Reports to document patch compliance and
inform executive management

ZENworks Endpoint Security
Antimalware Features and Demo

ZENworks Endpoint Security Antimalware
ZENworks Endpoint
Security Management

Platforms

Workstations: Windows 10+
Servers: Windows Server 2012+

Threat
Protection

Provides centrally-administered, policy-configured protection against
known and zero-day malware threats (viruses, worms, Trojans, spyware,
adware, keyloggers, rootkits, and other malicious software) through
real-time and on-demand scanning of files, boot sectors, registry, and
memory.

Threat
Monitoring

Provides centralized monitoring of detected malware threats as well as
the current malware status of endpoints.

ZENworks Endpoint Security Antimalware
ZENworks Endpoint
Security Management

Detection
Technologies
Partner
(antimalware engine
and security content)

Signature-based detection
Generic detection
Heuristics-based detection

Emulation
Executable unpackers | Unarchivers | Archivers
File format analyzers and parsers

Top 3 antimalware solution provider
Top 2 antimalware technology provider (150+ partners)
Email zen@microfocus.com for information

Endpoint Scanning and Remediation
The Antimalware agent provides all endpoint malware scanning and remediation. It is installed to the endpoint when an
Antimalware policy is applied.

On-Access and On-Demand Scanning
•

On-Access scanning: Real-time scanning of files when
they are opened, moved, copied, or executed.

•

On-Demand scanning: Provides scheduled Full, Quick,
Custom, and Network scans; user-initiated contextual
scans; and scans of external devices on connection.

Threat Remediation
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•

Infected files: Disinfected, quarantined, deleted, denied access,
or ignored.

•

Suspect files: Denied access, quarantined, deleted, or ignored.

ZENworks Endpoint
Security Management

Endpoint Antimalware Configuration
Policies assigned to endpoints (via ZENworks Control Center) control Antimalware settings such as scan behaviors, scan
targets, scan exclusions, remediation actions, and quarantine behaviors. Configuration settings control schedules.

Policies
•

Antimalware Enforcement Policy: Required policy. Initiates
installation of the agent and provides settings for on-access
scanning, on-demand (Full\Quick) scanning, removable drive
scanning, contextual scanning, and quarantine management.

•

Custom Scan Policy\Network Scan Policy: Optional. Allows for
scans other than Full and Quick to be run on devices. Covers
use cases such as immediate need to check for rootkits or
other emergent malware threats. Provides for both local file
scanning (Custom) and network share scanning (Network).

•

Scan Exclusions Policy: Optional. Allows administrator to
configure scan exclusions. Covers use cases such as providing
a global set of exclusions for all devices or a department
specific set of exclusions.

Scan Schedule
•

24

Controls when Full and Quick scans are performed. Set at the zone,
overridden on device folders and individual devices as necessary.
Custom and Network Scan policies include schedules to allow
schedule variations for different custom scans.

ZENworks Endpoint
Security Management

Antimalware Agent Interaction
Administrators determine how much interaction users have with the Antimalware agent.

User Interaction
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•

Scanning, remediation, and quarantine:
Administrators can configure whether or not users
have the ability to initiate scans, decide what to do
with suspect files, and manage quarantined files.

•

Notifications and Alerts: Administrators determine
whether or not users receive notifications and alerts
for detected threats and updates.

ZENworks Endpoint
Security Management

Device Status Monitoring
Antimalware data is displayed in ZENworks Control Center so that administrators can understand the overall status of their
endpoints related to malware threats, identify problem endpoints, and resolve those problems.

ZENworks Control Center
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•

Security Dashlets: Antimalware dashlets on the Security
dashboard show device information such as current
malware status, last malware scan time, and installed
signature and agent versions; and system information
such as the top malware threats impacting devices. Each
dashlet expands to show more details.

•

Device Antimalware View: Each device includes a view of
its current status, its malware scan schedule, the current
status of each threat detected on the device, and the
current status of each infected or suspect file.

•

Malware View: Each detected malware threat is shown
with information about the devices on which it has been
detected.

ZENworks Endpoint
Security Management

ZENworks Endpoint
Security Antimalware
Demo

The Key Takeaways
Endpoint Security Antimalware provides essential real-time protection
against malicious attacks on your endpoint devices through the use of proven
detection technologies. The monitoring capabilities ensure that you always
know the current status of your devices.

The ZENworks Endpoint Security Antimalware Way
Designed for Windows operating systems
Proven detection technologies including advanced heuristics and base signature files
Real-time on-accessing scanning of files and ondemand scheduled scanning
Antimalware engine configured and deployed through policy
Complete control of user interaction levels
Centralized monitoring of detected malware events
Centralized monitoring of device malware status

ZENworks Full
Disk Encryption

ZENworks
Endpoint Security

Licensing and Keys

Patch Management Licensing
ZENworks Patch
Management

Requires a yearly subscription fee for patch content
Standard subscription fee as standalone product
Reduced subscription fee as add-on to ZENworks Suite
Subscription includes an enablement key (available on account in SLD)
60-day built-in evaluation that starts when subscription service enabled
30

Antimalware Licensing
ZENworks Patch
Management

Included with ZENworks Endpoint Security Management (ZESM) 2020 U2
ZESM available as a standalone product
ZESM available as part of ZENworks Suite and Open Workgroup Suite
Antimalware key provisioned with ZESM 2020 U2 on account in SLD)
60-day built-in evaluation that starts when ZESM activated in zone
31

Roadmap

ZENworks Patch Management
ZENworks 2020 Update 3 (H2 2022)

ZENworks 2023 (H1 2023)

• Faster patch scan on devices

• Patch Policy Compliance dashlet

• Larger catalog of patches

• Updated Patch reporting domain

• Enhanced Patch policy rebuild
schedule
• Integration with new ondemand
content distribution system

Roadmaps are subject to change and are therefore not a commitment to deliver a software product, code or functionality or to meet any specific timetable

ZENworks Endpoint Security Antimalware
ZENworks 2020 Update 3 (H2 2022)

ZENworks 2023 (H1 2023)

• Bug fixes

• Reporting domain
• Email notification of malware
events

• Various customer ideas

Roadmaps are subject to change and are therefore not a commitment to deliver a software product, code or functionality or to meet any specific timetable

Additional Resources

Additional Resources
Videos

Data Sheets

▪

ZENworks Patch Management

▪

ZENworks Patch Management

▪

ZENworks Endpoint Security Antimalware

▪

ZENworks Endpoint Security Antimalware

▪

ZENworks Endpoint Security Management

▪

ZENworks Endpoint Security Management

Evaluator’s Guides
▪

ZENworks Patch Management

▪

ZENworks Endpoint Security Management
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